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Dear Sirs 

Company filing requirements consultation 

Deloitte LLP is pleased to respond to the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills on its 
consultation regarding company filing requirements. We welcome the consultation document and are 
broadly supportive of the objective of the Government initiative, The Red Tape Challenge, which 
considers all regulations and seeks views on whether any can be removed or improved in a certain way. 
Our key comments on this consultation are as follows: 

• we do not agree with the proposals to rely solely on event driven notifications in place of the 
annual return. We do however support the idea of a simple annual reconfirmation / update 
process provided the information being confirmed / updated is visible to the user; and 

• we strongly disagree with the proposal to include a list of all subsidiaries in a note to the 
accounts. Bearing in mind that some groups have hundreds of subsidiaries, the proposal is 
contrary to a number of current initiatives that are striving to cut the clutter from accounts and 
would also lead to additional audit work and costs for little benefit. A complete listing, where it is 
of excessive length for inclusion in the accounts, could either be provided with the annual return, 
as is currently permitted, or filed together, but as a separate document, with a company’s annual 
report and accounts. 

We have included our detailed responses to the questions raised in the consultation document in the 
attached Appendix. 

 



 

 

 

If you wish to discuss our comments in more detail, please contact Peter Westaway at 020 7007 9024. 

Yours sincerely 

 

Veronica Poole 
National Head of Accounting and Corporate Reporting 
Deloitte LLP 

  



 

 

 

Appendix – responses to questions asked in BIS’s In vitation to Comment 

Q1 Do you agree that the requirement to file an ann ual return is removed and that the system 
relies on event driven filing? 

OR 

Q2 Do you agree that companies should be allowed to  simply check and confirm that their 
information is up to date once a year? 

OR 

Q3 Do you wish to retain the annual return? 

{Response inclusive of Q1 to Q3} 

We believe that reliance solely on event driven filings would lead to a decline in the quality of information 
held on the register, as suggested by the 210,000 director appointment/termination updates that are 
currently only recorded as a result of companies completing their annual return. We support the idea in 
option 1 that companies preparing annual returns should be allowed to check and confirm that their 
information is up to date, although the information they are reconfirming should be visible to them as part 
of that process. 

Q4 Do you agree that the SIC code should be require d at incorporation and maintained as part of 
an annual check? 

We agree that the SIC code should be required at incorporation and maintained as part of the annual 
check. However, we suggest that the ability to describe an “other” category, currently available when 
submitting annual returns in paper form, should be extended to electronic forms too. This is because it is 
frequently not possible to identify a SIC code from the available list that appropriately describes the 
nature of the business activities of the company.  

Q5 We would welcome views on the impact on companie s and on the transparency of the register 
of aligning filing dates for accounts at both HMRC and CH. 

We disagree with the proposed alignment of filing dates for the accounts and returns to HMRC and note 
that companies already have the flexibility to file their tax returns early should they wish to do so. From a 
practical standpoint, companies appear to appreciate the ability to file their accounts and subsequently 
finalise their tax returns. Bringing forward the tax filing deadline could actually increase the administrative 
pressures on companies, rather than achieving the government’s stated objectives. Were the two dates to 
be aligned, additional complexities could also arise were companies to be late in filing their accounts or 
as a consequence of year-end date changes which, under statutory rules, can result in peculiar accounts 
filing deadlines. 

Q6 Do you agree that for those companies whose dire ctors and shareholders are the same 
people, the requirement to make their registers ava ilable at their Registered Office or SAIL should 
be removed? 

No. We believe that companies’ books and records represent their identity and the requirement to make 
their registers available at their Registered Office or SAIL should be retained. We do not believe that 



 

 

 

there are significant advantages to be gained  from making changes to the existing requirements in this 
area and note that in practice the requirements are not particularly onerous and registers are rarely 
inspected.  

Q7 Should private companies have the option of hold ing their registers at CH, in the same way 
that they are able to nominate a SAIL? 

Following on from the previous question, we do not agree that private companies should have the option 
of holding their registers at Companies House. The proposal could result in registration delays which 
would not occur if the registers were in the possession of the company or its appointed agents and 
processing difficulties could be encountered as regards the submission and storage of stamped 
instruments of transfer to support entries in the registers. 

Q8 Should dates of birth be suppressed in part, or in full? 

We believe that dates of birth should be provided for the benefit of the registrar, but not be disclosed on 
the public file. We advocate the introduction of a unique director’s number which would be helpful in 
identifying individuals on the register, rather than relying on personal information. Such a scheme should 
reduce the misuse of dates of birth and identity theft by those with access.  

Q9 Should the Statement of Capital requirements be changed, as set out above? 

We would welcome any moves to standardise and simplify Statement of Capital disclosures  to 
counteract the current difficulties encountered by companies with complicated share capital structures 
(with, for example, numerous share premium issue prices and buy-back / redemption histories) where the 
default approach (as recommended by the ICSA in their guidance on Statement of Capital document (Ref 
No. 090925) issued in September 2009) has invariably been to aggregate disclosures by share class 
where it is impossible or administratively cumbersome to present the information in any other format. 

It is assumed that there is a minor typographical error in the text at part 79 of the consultation document 
whereby one or other of the duplicate references to “the aggregate amount unpaid on those shares 
(whether on account of nominal value of the shares or by way of premium)” should, in fact, refer to the 
aggregate amount paid on such shares? 

Q10 Should the statement of capital on formation re quirements be the same as the other 
statement of capital requirements throughout the Ac t? 

Yes, we agree the requirements should be aligned. 

Q11 Do you think companies should only have to supp ly a statement of capital on a specified date 
if they have not updated their information within t he year? 

Yes. Consistent with our answers to questions 1 to 3 above, we believe that a simple annual confirmation 
process is beneficial, albeit that improvements could be made to the existing systems to more readily 
facilitate such confirmations in an efficient manner. 

Q12 Should we amend S. 555 to rely on Articles of A ssociation to provide information on 
allotment of shares? 



 

 

 

If the intention of this proposal is to remove the requirement for Companies House to be provided with a 
notification upon allotment of shares, then we would disagree with the suggested change, since we 
believe such a notification should be provided.  

Q13 Do you agree that companies with subsidiaries m ust include a total number of subsidiaries? 
If not, why? 

No. We do not believe that the number of subsidiaries is a particularly useful piece of information. 

 Q14 Do you agree that the information must always b e included in the accounts? 

No. We strongly disagree with the suggestion that a listing of subsidiaries should be provided in the notes 
to the accounts. However, we do agree that such a listing is useful and should be publicly available. We 
would suggest retaining the current option to file such information with the next annual return should it 
prove too extensive for inclusion in the accounts and considering introducing a new option to file it 
together with the accounts. 

Mandating a complete listing of subsidiaries in the accounts would be contrary to current initiatives to try 
and cut the clutter from annual reports, bearing in mind that groups can have hundreds of subsidiaries. 
Such a move would also lead to additional work for auditors having to verify such information, which could 
be significant, particularly where they are seeking to undertake completeness checks on a global basis. 
This extra work would bring with it extra costs for auditors and companies.  

Q15 Are there any notices that should not be sent e lectronically? 

Information which is for the attention of individuals, such as specific directors, should not be sent 
electronically, since it may not be appropriate to send such information to a generic company email 
address. 

Q16 Do you agree that the email address should be m ade available to other public authorities, 
specified in law? 

Yes. 

Q17 Are there any other means of electronic communi cation that CH should explore? 

No, not at this time. We believe that email communication is adequate for the foreseeable future and that 
use of other technologies could in fact dilute the impact of communications from Companies House. 

Q18 Do you think companies should be able to supply  the Registrar with additional information, 
such as a website, to display on the public record?  

No Comment. 

Q19 Do you think that CH has the balance right betw een upfront validation and verification and 
quick and effective remedy? 

We believe that, for practical purposes, Companies House currently has the right balance, and that were 
more extensive checks to be undertaken this could have adverse cost implications. It is worth noting that 
a company’s auditors are also expected to undertake certain checks in this regard.  



 

 

 

Q20 Do you agree that there should be a requirement  for the Registered Office to have a link to 
the company? 

Yes, we believe that there should be a link and that where Companies House becomes aware of an 
incorrect address they should be able to contact the directors to rectify this, if needs be resorting to 
contacting them at their residential addresses. 

Q21 What criteria do you think should be specified to evidence an ‘effective’ Registered Office? 

We believe that suitable evidence could be provided by the freeholder or leaseholder of the property in 
order to evidence that a company’s Registered Office is ‘effective’. 

Q22 Do you think replacing an ineffective Registere d Office address with a Director’s address is a 
viable approach? 

Yes, if the director’s address is available and the service of documents at it is possible. 

Q23 Do you agree that the consent to act should be replaced with a simple confirmation that the 
company holds the consent? 

We do not believe that there is any significant problem in this regard but we nonetheless agree with the 
proposed confirmation process (which, in our view, should already be in place as an essential corporate 
housekeeping procedure for the protection of companies and their directors). 

Q24 Should companies be required to provide evidenc e of a Director’s appointment, in the event 
of a dispute? 

Yes, we agree that companies should be required to provide some form of evidence of a director’s 
appointment in the event of a dispute. 

Q25 Do you agree that there should be an accelerate d strike off process particularly in the event 
of a company hi-jacking an address? 

Yes, if clear that the hi-jacking is in relation to fraudulent activities. 

Q26 Are there any potential consequences of an acce lerated strike off process that we should 
bear in mind? 

We believe that there could be adverse consequences for bona fide parties, which is why we suggest that 
an accelerated strike off process should only be used where it is clear that fraudulent activities are being 
undertaken. 

Q27 Are there any other circumstances in which an a ccelerated strike off process would be 
appropriate? 

No. 

Q28 We would welcome views on the assumptions and e stimates used in the costs benefits 
analyses, particularly where we have not been able to quantify some of the costs and benefits. 



 

 

 

No comment. 

Q29 Are there any other costs or benefits that shou ld be included in the analyses? 

No comment. 

Q30 We would welcome views on likely take-up of pro posals, particularly in relation to company 
registers and electronic communications. 

No comment. 

 


